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This is a community-driven documentation discussed
and produced out of the experience and insights of Ro-
hingya women, men and youth. 
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paign (PSHTC)/ASPIRE Penang, which stresses the im-
portance of changing our approach to research and
funding to ensure more resources, skills and money
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communities in documenting their own experience.

The documentation presented here is therefore based
on discussions within the Rohingya community in
Penang in particular. This includes through the engage-
ment of the network of community leaders built up
over the years by the work of PSHTC/ASPIRE Penang,
and includes discussions with women, men and youth. 
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the refugee community or on issues of child marriage.
These include groups and individuals involved with the
Penang Working Group, including the Penang branch of
the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC). 
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The Document is produced in the context of the work
which already has been done by many groups on many
of the issues, in Malaysia, the region and globally. This
has resulted in the recent announcement by the
Malaysian Government of its National Strategic Plan for
Addressing the Causes of Underage Marriage. 

This important step forward in tackling child marriage is
key too for this document. The Rohingya community
are very much part of the experience in Malaysia of
child marriage, and initiatives to address the issues
should be linked up to the initiatives taken in relation to
the National Strategic Plan. We very much look forward
to working with appropriate agencies and officers in
reaching the 7 objectives set out in the Plan. As refer-
enced in the latter section of this Report, the ap-
proaches to tackling the issues in a community like the
Rohingya are taken in the context of the National
Strategic Plan, the Sustainable Goals (‘leave no one be-
hind’), and the UNHCR Malaysia’s Strategic Directions
2017-2021. We are all in this together.

We should just add that the key coordination work for
this Report was undertaken by Zahid Alom and Jarni
Shah. Editing and production of this document was 
undertaken by James Lochhead.
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CONTEXT

This Document has been compiled in the context
that child marriage has been gaining increasing
attention in Malaysia. There is the commitment
in the 2018 Buku Harapan (manifesto) of the
present government, which promises to ensure
the minimum age for marriage is 18 years old
(Commitment 4.2 in the Special Commitments for
Women). And since the election of 2018, there
have been a number of statements and initia-
tives confirming the government’s intention and
hope that child marriage can be eliminated.
These have included statements by the Prime
Minister, by the Ministry of Women Family and
Community Development, and by agencies such
as JAKIM. They have also included work by the
National Task Force on Child Marriage in revamp-
ing its National Action Plan. 

As background and as encouragement, a number
of reports on child marriage related to Malaysia
have been written and have highlighted the vari-
ous factors and possible ‘solutions’ relevant to
child marriage. All of them highlight that there is
a combination of factors (see box below). All of
them suggest the need for a multi-pronged strat-
egy if child marriage is to be successfully tackled.
All of them highlight the fact that in Malaysia,
child marriage is not illegal: each of the different
legal systems that exist in Malaysia (civil, syariah,
adat) ‘allow’ for child marriage. The consequence
is shown in the figures which indicate that there
are several thousand child marriages sanctioned
by the different authorities. This has caused
alarm and considerable debate.

So in moving forward on tackling the issues, this
Document affirms a commitment to help in
whatever way we can to eliminate the practice of
child marriage. To do this effectively, we are urg-
ing that we include refugee communities in the
discussions and initiatives to tackle the issues,
not to leave them out. There are many shared is-
sues and huge opportunities for significant ac-
tions. We hope this Document helps build an
understanding of these so that the opportunities
can be identified and the ‘solutions’ worked on
together. We look forward to being a part of this.

DEFINITION OF CHILD MARRIAGE

The Committee on the Rights of the Child defines child marriage as any marriage where at least one person is under
18 years old. This definition sets what may be considered as a global standard, which is to set the minimum age of
marriage as 18 for both parties. This is what the present Malaysian government has committed to in Commitment 4.2
of its Special Commitments for Women, in its Buku Harapan.

Of course many countries and jurisdictions, including in Malaysia, have established different minimum ages for mar-
riage, often different for girls and boys, and even where there is a minimum age, many (as in Malaysia) make provi-
sions for exceptions. 

THIS AIMS OF THIS DOCUMENT

As indicated in the Context opposite, this Document has a number of aims. 

Firstly, it would like to connect what is happening with regards to child
marriage in Malaysia generally to what is happening in a refugee commu-
nity like the Rohingya. This will help ensure efforts towards eliminating
child marriage in Malaysia are inclusive and comprehensive.

Secondly, and related, this Document would want to highlight the consid-
erable similarities in factors and potential responses to child marriage that
exist in all Malaysian communities, including in refugee communities. This
makes the pooling of experience, resources and ideas for tackling child
marriage mutually beneficial and reinforcing, across government and non-
government agencies.

At the same time, this Document would point to the huge opportunities
immediately available to the Malaysian government to tackle the issue of
child marriage specifically in refugee communities including the Rohingya.
So thirdly, referring to this, this Document highlights the particular, signifi-
cant and important difference for refugee communities here, which is:
without any legal or administrative framework, refugees are forced to find
survival strategies on a day to day basis, given they have no access to edu-
cation or employment (other than ‘illegal’ work), and are constantly in fear
of harassment, extortion, arrest and detention from the authorities. The
lack of any rights or protection means that regular income is impossible to
guarantee, and poverty is a reality for many refugee families. This Docu-
ment puts child marriage in this context. If the Malaysian government was
able to provide a status for refugees in this country, whereby they were
able to find some protection under the law and plan some future with a
modicum of security, then the incentive for example for parents to marry
their daughters young would recede. This is not the only factor explaining
child marriage: this Document goes on to outline the many other factors
that are relevant (not least that child marriage is not illegal). But it is a cru-
cial one. The understanding of this will allow us to include appropriate pol-
icy initiatives and programmes which are responsive to, and inclusive of,
the situation facing refugees in Malaysia, as part of the on-going work on
child marriage and the tackling of associated issues. 

Fourthly, in responding to the issue of child marriage, as for any commu-
nity-based issue, there are considerable opportunities to directly include
women, youth and men from the communities in the planning, design, de-
livery and evaluation of community-based programmes and initiatives.
This is increasingly understood to be absolutely essential if longer-term
community-based approaches are to be successful, in whatever commu-
nity we are working with (orang asli, refugee, rural, urban). Externally con-
trolled, top-down, short-term ‘tick-box’ delivery will not work. The
inclusion of key persons within the communities, including women, men,
youth, community leaders, religious leaders, and teachers will not just
help the successful tackling of the issue of child marriage, but will help ful-
fil wider ambitions of people-centric development, ‘inclusivity’ and re-
silience, expressed in the 11th and 12th Malaysia Plan, the Sustainable
Development Goals, and many other documents including UNHCR
Malaysia’s Strategic Directions 2017-2021.

The rest of this Report elaborates on all these points. 

We welcome feedback and comment, and we would happily work with the
Malaysian authorities and any other potential partner, to ensure that the
situation faced by and in refugee communities like the Rohingya are not
left out of any policies and initiatives designed to tackle child marriage
generally in this country. We are all part of a collective parcel, and can all
be part of a collective solution.

INTRODUCTION

Photo: Eddy IM, PSHTC
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WHY IS THERE
CHILD MARRIAGE 
IN THE ROHINGYA

COMMUNITY?

CHILD MARRIAGE IN THE ROHINGYA COMMUNITY

The concern generally about the incidence of child marriage in Malaysia
is echoed by concern about the extent of child marriage in the Rohingya
community. For the latter, it is happening, and it would seem to be in-
creasing. 

This is not because the Rohingya have always insisted on child marriage.
Its practice has been very much dependent on the law. So it is reported
that when the government of Myanmar set the age of marriage at 18
for the Rohingya community, the community followed this law. 

Even where Rohingya ran to neighbouring Bangladesh to register mar-
riages (as happened, because of price or lack of permission back in
Arakan state), from our community feedback, there reportedly were
few instances of child marriage. There may have been occasional exam-
ples of someone bribing or otherwise arranging marriage documents
for persons under 18, but these were exceptional instances. 

So while we do of course need to recognise the important context of
patriarchy, and ‘cultural and religious norms’ (see pages below), we
would argue that child marriage amongst the Rohingya community here
is directly a consequence of the situation that it is not illegal, it is al-
lowed, and its increase may be because of the particular situation fac-
ing the Rohingya community here in Malaysia. 

What would be the factors that would explain that?

WHY ROHINGYA HAVE ENDED UP HERE

The exodus of Rohingya from Arakan state and other parts of Myanmar has been
going on for several decades, a consequence of the systematic oppression of the
community by the Burmese military government, and especially following the
withdrawal of citizenship rights in 1982. 

The exodus became particularly marked over the last ten years, following persist-
ent outbreaks of serious violence and the effective organising of boats and other
routes out, by people smugglers and human traffickers (often the same syndi-
cates). 

In such dire circumstances, the opportunity to flee the life-threatening (genocidal)
situation was itself fraught with danger and the need to pay (bribes or for jour-
neys). It was the case that often the only option was for men to flee to countries
like Malaysia. This was partly because a man was more likely to survive the hazard
of the journey and the intense vulnerability of the person making that journey. It
was also partly because it was culturally more acceptable that it would be the
man able to establish himself in a foreign country as a refugee and find the
wherewithal (including livelihood) to survive. 

There were few families who could afford the expense of relocating everyone at
once. Of course the recent violence left people with no choice but to flee en
masse to neighbouring Bangladesh; hundreds of thousands did. 

The exodus of mainly men then has created significant Rohingya communities in
Saudi Arabia, India, Thailand and Malaysia, amongst other places. This has re-
sulted in the skewed demography of Rohingya refugees in Malaysia, where there
are a major and disproportionate number of men (over 65%) compared to women
(35%). This disproportion is more exaggerated at age over 18, with the proportion
of men significantly higher. 

This is an absolutely crucial factor in understanding ‘why child marriage?’. When
we look at the choices available to Rohingya men who are ready to get married,
this demography impacts options. As will be described in the next pages, Ro-
hingya men report that they have experienced or are experiencing significant
challenges in ‘finding’ the right brides, and that increasingly their option is to
marry someone under 18 from the local Rohingya community. 

In putting this forward as an explanation, we expect many readers to have some
reaction, and we welcome feedback and comment, and of course the sharing of
experiences from others who might have a different experience or insight.

FACTORS

Of course demography cannot by and of itself explain why child marriage takes
place in a community like the Rohingya. We have to be aware of the contexts
within and beyond the community which might be supporting or negating the ac-
ceptability of child marriage. 

And here we can see an environment which has very little sanction against child
marriage. It is not against the laws, neither the laws in Malaysia nor any custom-
ary laws that the Rohingya may have brought with them from Arakan state.
Rather, child marriage is seen by many in the community, including religious lead-
ers, as an obvious and acceptable response to the situation families, including
young women, find themselves in. 

Understanding these contexts does not mean that we accept them or the practice
of child marriage, but allows us to look at the reasons why child marriage is hap-
pening and then find appropriate responses to tackle the issues with a view to
stopping it. 

The following pages expand these points. Photo: MalaysiakiniPhoto: VOA News
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One key context relevant to the incidence of child marriage in
a refugee community like the Rohingya is that this commu-
nity has no status in Malaysia. 

There is no legislative or administrative framework relating to
refugees in Malaysia: refugees are not recognised by the gov-
ernment and have no rights. 

This is because Malaysia has insisted that it merely a ‘transit
country’, whereby refugees land here but are then resettled
on to third countries. It is the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) who is given responsibility for
arranging this, through their office in Kuala Lumpur. 

However, the fact is that for years, the numbers of resettle-
ment places being offered by third countries (including the
USA, Canada, Australia and EU countries) have never been
enough to resettle all the refugees in Malaysia. 

This means that there are thousands of refugees from many
different ethnicities and backgrounds who have been living in
Malaysia for many years, without any rights at all. 

In other words, thousands of women, children and men who
have fled horrific circumstances of persecution and violence
in their homelands have found themselves continuing to live
in highly precarious circumstances in this country, subject to
arbitrary treatment by the authorities and others in the host
community and facing daily possibilities of harassment, ex-
tortion, threats, abuse, violence, and possible detention. 

They continue to have no rights to work and therefore no
protection at work, despite the fact that, to earn a livelihood
to survive they have no choice but to work as ‘undocu-
mented’ workers, with all the vulnerability and risk that such

employment brings. 

Refugees have major challenges too in accessing healthcare,
housing, education and any basic right that most of us take
for granted. 

And when things go wrong, they continue to have little or no
right to redress. Women and girls of course are particularly
vulnerable.

It cannot be emphasised enough what this lack of status
means, not least for women and girls. 

It means poverty is extensive. 

It means that refugee communities like the Rohingya operate
in limbo in Malaysia, on the margins of society, where plan-
ning for the long-term is impossible and where choices are
dictated by the challenges of day to day survival. 

This relates too to decisions about who to marry and at what
age.

Living on the perimeters of their host society, it also means
that they are thrown back onto their own customs and
norms. 

Where these are essentially patriarchal and conservative in
nature, the chances of practices such as child marriage being
challenged are less. 

In other words, a confluence of the situation where people
have no rights, ‘no future’ and no obvious economic opportu-
nities other than to survive day by day combine to provide an
environment where child marriage persists.

LACK OF LEGAL STATUS 
AND PROTECTION

FACTORS in CHILD MARRIAGE

As is clearly highlighted by every major recent report on
child marriage in Malaysia and the region, there are a
number of factors that contribute to the perpetuation of
child marriage. It is difficult to put them in any ‘order’,
since these factors are inextricably linked. They include 

Cultural Norms / Patriarchy /  Religious Practice 
which includes notions of Gender Equality and the posi-
tion of women/brides

A Legal Framework which allows for child marriage
across jurisdictions

Poverty   linked to limited options with respect to educa-
tion, employment and healthcare

Ignorance of child rights and consequences of
marriage on a child

(For refugees and other stateless communities)

Lack of rights and protection which deny opportu-
nities for education, employment and security of
person, affecting the ability to plan for the future,
leading to short term survival strategies

CRUCIAL DIFFERENCE

The confluence also makes for significant differences in the
factors behind child marriage. 

If we compare the Rohingya community to the situation in
Malaysia (as documented by many reports and research), a
major difference lies in the significance of child marriage
being used as a ‘solution’ to ‘inappropriate’ teenage relation-
ships, including where these have resulted in pregnancy. 

Many reports describing the Malaysia situation indicate this
is the major explanation of why children are ‘allowed’ to
marry. 

For the Rohingya community in Malaysia, however, this does
not seem to be significant. Community feedback indicates
that there are relatively few examples of where children are
married following pregnancy or a consensual sexual relation-
ship. 

This does not mean it does not happen at all, nor does this
negate the need to include refugee communities like the Ro-
hingya into initiatives designed to raise awareness amongst
teenagers, families and community leaders (including reli-
gious leaders), relating to respectful relationships, sex educa-
tion and gender equality. 

But if we are to tackle the issue of child marriage within a
refugee community like the Rohingya effectively we need to
recognise that this aspect is less immediately relevant. Tack-
ling the issues of rights, protection, poverty and inequality
are more pressing. 

All this is discussed in greater detail in the following pages.

Photo: UNHCR Photo:Reuters
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THE CHOICE FOR MEN

OPTIONS FOR A MAN WANTING TO GET MARRIED

We have argued above that demography is something to be
considered as a contributing factor to the incidence of child
marriage in the Rohingya community in Malaysia. On these
next pages, we go through what women and men in the
community have reported as the sort of options available to
those considering marriage (and why they might end up
agreeing to marry girls under 18). 

Here we go through the options facing men; on the following
page, we go through possible reasons why families agree to
marry their under-18 year old daughter. 

For men wanting to get married, what are the options?
They include:

a) finding a bride who is over 18 from within the Rohingya
community here in Malaysia.
This reportedly is much the preferred option. But there are a
few reasons why this may not be taken up. Firstly is the sim-
ple arithmetic: there are significantly less Rohingya women
than men in Malaysia, and significantly few women over 18
who are not yet married. 

So it is reported that many men have difficulty in finding a
prospective bride from within this group. 

Two further factors might reduce the chances of this happen-
ing. 

One is that one group of Rohingya women over 18 in
Malaysia available to be married would be divorcees, but it is
reported that both men themselves and their families would
not see such a match as ideal. 

Two is that, interestingly, it is reported that many men (and
their families) also would prefer a bride who was born in
Arakan state. Those born in Malaysia (of which there is an in-
creasing population: they are still stateless) are seen to be
‘different’, perhaps more assertive and less obedient. 

These are areas that will certainly be the subject of extra re-
search and documentation.    

b) arranging a bride (over 18) from the family, village or
other network ‘back home’ (which for many now means the
Bangladesh refugee camps).

This was a relatively strong option a few years back, when
transport was not so expensive (people smuggling syndicates
had regular boats and many people somehow or other man-
aged to raise the necessary money (often by going into
debt)).

However, that option reportedly has recently diminished,
partly because it is more and more difficult to find a route
out, and (because of that) also prices have significantly in-
creased. 

c) finding a bride from another community.
This could be from the Malaysian community, more obviously
(for religious purposes) a local Muslim. But the feedback is
that for example Malay women do not see a refugee man as
an attractive option, given the precarious nature of his sta-
tus, his vulnerability to arrest and detention, and to the fact
of a highly insecure future.

Indonesian women may also be an option, but again feed-
back would indicate that in this case, it is the refugee man
who is worried, that his wife will simply one day (perhaps
sooner rather than later) take the children, any money and
perhaps his heart, and simply go home to her village. 

So again, while there are certainly examples of such mar-
riages, they are not widespread.  

d) buying a bride from a human trafficker.
For many commentators, this is described as a major factor
in the practice of child marriage amongst communities like
the Rohingya. 

The desperation of families either in Arakan state or in the
camps in Bangladesh, and of teenagers including teenage
girls, make for a happy situation for human traffickers. They
obviously have been actively recruiting from this vulnerable
population, and are likely finding many who are ready to be-
lieve the false promises and fake futures. 

ARE MEN TAKING ADVANTAGE?
One question which people have asked is: are men taking ad-
vantage of the situation to marry child brides as second or third
brides? 
Again, it is difficult to report definitively on the situation, but the
feedback from community respondents (including women)
would indicate that the answer would be: it does happen, but
not with any regularity. It is indicated that the overwhelming
number of (child) marriages are first marriages. 
This is one of several areas that would benefit from clear data,
which is impossible to find where the community is outside the
mainstream of society, which includes outside the systematic
recording of marriages and births. 

And there is the perception that there are plenty of willing
buyers here in the Rohingya community in Malaysia.

But here we might note that reports from the community are
mixed. Some say that this is relatively rare. But some say it is
relatively common, putting it in the context that a man any-
way is ‘buying a bride’ (even where the marriage is mutually
arranged) and so buying from a human trafficker is not so far
a step. 

This would indicate that there is very little awareness of the
seriousness and consequence of the crime of human traffick-
ing, perhaps predicated on the lack of arrest and prosecution
of human traffickers, not least in connection with the awful-
ness of the Wang Kelian camps.

This is discussed in more detail in the pages on Human Traf-
ficking and People Smuggling below. 

Photo:Straits Times



Given the previous paragraphs, there are reasons why men are mar-
rying brides under 18, given that it is not against the law. But why
would parents agree to such a marriage?

There are two main reasons, both of which have been well high-
lighted by relevant studies and reports. These are: economics, and
protection for their daughter.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVE

The economic incentive to marry a daughter even if she is below 18
is simply that, as is further described elsewhere in this document, so
many families are struggling to make ends meet. Livelihoods for
refugees and their families are precarious, with no rights to employ-
ment and therefore no guarantee of work or income. There are few if
any options for children to get education, and little opportunity for
teenagers to get skills or find regular work (and never protected
work, given that refugees have no rights). 

For adolescent or teenage daughters, therefore, there is no obvious
prospect for education or employment, even if families were sympa-
thetic to that (and many would not be: see the section on cultural
norms and on gender equality). 

So, in this context, cashing in and getting the money for marrying her
may be the option chosen by families. The price at the moment is
anywhere between RM5,000 - RM15,000.

PROTECTION OF DAUGHTERS

This is particlarly true when the factor of protection is added. For any
refugee, having no rights mean there is continued vulnerability to ha-
rassment. arrest and detention from the authorities and others.
Where a refugee suffers a crime, there is little confidence that mak-
ing a police report will secure protection. Families are well aware
that women and girls face particular vulnerability to sexual harass-
ment and potential violence. And where women and girls leave the
house, there is the ever-present threat of arrest and detention, which
may carry not only particular trauma but importantly the possibility
that the reputation of the daughter and the family will be compro-
mised. 

In this situation, parents may well decide that marrying their daugh-
ter is the most obvious way to secure a safe and protected future.
We can flag ignorance about child rights, ignorance about the possi-
ble mental, emotional and physical damage that may be a conse-
quence of marrying too young, and also ignorance about the
incidence of domestic violence which might follow marriage. But at
the moment the concern for safety and protection of daughters and
the family’s reputation is consistently put forward as a key explana-
tion of why parents choose to marry their daughters young.  
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THE CHOICE FOR FAMILIES

POVERTY A FACTOR IN CHILD MARRIAGE 

‘As long as the conditions for family poverty are
prolonged, parents will be inclined to endorse
child marriage for their daughters.’  

From: In-depth Examination of issues surrounding the
reasons for child marriage in Kelantan, Malaysia, by
Kohno et al, 2019

Refugees are almost by definition hugely vulnera-
ble populations. The Rohingya share a history of
vulnerability, vulnerable, having faced systematic
oppression for several decades in their homeland
of Arakan 

Many hundreds of thousands have ended up in
situations where they have no rights, little secu-
rity, limited if any access to education, limited if
any access to livelihood opportunities, and little
certain future. 

Poverty has been an ever-present history for the
majority. 

The recent report of the UN Special Rapporteur
on Poverty in Malaysia highlighted the extent of
poverty among refugee communities here. 

It starts by saying that 

‘Malaysia keeps refugees in extremely precarious
conditions that all but guarantee they will fall into
poverty‘. 

It continues 

‘Barring refugees from work or public education
creates immense hardship for families that should
be under Malaysia’s protection, and robs the
country of their economic contributions’. 

Where poverty is persistent and intense, the maximising of any
assets then of course is important. In a situation where a
daughter has had little or no education, has little access to for-
mal employment, has few marketable skills, and there are no
obvious avenues to address any of these things (even if the
family chose to: see Gender Inequality), the incentive for a
family to ‘cash in’ on the daughter as a bride may become
overwhelming. 

The choice to agree to marry off a daughter even when aged
below 18 may also become even more pressing when the issue
of safety and protection is added. 

These two factors - economics and safety - are critical in push-
ing Rohingya families to marry their daughters early - arguably,
a survival strategy that is a response to the particular circum-
stances faced by a Rohingya refugee family here in Malaysia. 

And this will continue to be a viable response where the prac-
tice does not run contrary to the law, and where religious au-
thorities are happy to endorse the marriage. 

Raising the age of marriage for any partner to 18 years old
would have a huge impact on this.

Photo: PDA
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CULTURAL PRACTICES 
AND GENDER ROLES

If the demographic factors help explain the options faced by
prospective Rohingya bridegrooms and families in Malaysia,
the fact is that if there was a context where child marriage is
deemed unacceptable, then the practice would not be so
common (or eliminated entirely). 

But this is not the case; there are few voices in the commu-
nity openly denouncing the practice of child marriage. 

So we need to consider why this is, with an awareness of the
cultural and religious influences being crucial. In the case of
the Rohingya, these are heavily patriarchal and conservative.

GENDER ROLES AND RELATIONS

Generally speaking, it is the men who are invested with deci-
sion-making powers; the role of women is a domestic role,
that of the homemaker and carer. The attitude to daughters
are then framed in the context of gender relations. Women
are ascribed to a particular domestic role: daughters are for
marriage. 

Much of the feedback from the communities referred to the
perception that a young female child ‘has nothing to do’
other than preparation for marriage/actually be married. 

If this is accepted as a ‘cultural norm’, then we would strongly
argue that this norm is likely to continue unless there are
challenges to it. 

In other environments, economic necessity coupled with
higher education and changing attitudes to the rights of
women (which may be linked to or translate into an under-
standing of the benefits of gender equality for individuals and
for our society) are among factors which have helped loosen

the pervasive influence of patriarchy and begun to provide
some autonomy and options for women and girls, to every-
one’s gain.  

Access to information and to wider discussions have also
helped this, not least through the knowledge economy and
use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT). 

However, the Rohingya community are significantly excluded
from this. 

Without any rights or protection, the community have ex-
tremely limited access to education. Excluded from main-
stream schooling, Rohingya boys and girls will be lucky if they
have access to even the sporadic, uneven provision from vol-
untary or community-based groups. 

The huge effort involved in this provision in the end is only
able to reach the minority of Rohingya children, and that
mainly for primary school age groups. 

There is very little provision at all for secondary school age
groups; hardly any in Penang. 

The exclusion of refugees from rights to education then has
significant impact on the options and futures of girls within
the community. Lack of legal status binds girls into prevailing
cultural norms where the future of daughters is confined
pretty much to marriage. 

Even where parents were willing to invest in education for
their daughter(s) and would consider supporting their daugh-
ter(s) find employment, these options are not available, at
least in any constructive, protected sense. 

With no rights to employment, refugees, including refugee
women, have no protection against abuses at work. For
women, not only do these include (as for men) lack of or un-
derpayment of wages, long hours, no rest days and no health
insurance in case of accident, but also extend to sexual harass-
ment and abuse. 

Further, going out of the house to work (or indeed to school)
exposes refugees to the very real possibility of harassment and
detention by the authorities, which again carries for women
and girls the possibility of sexual harassment and abuse. 

The outside world is precarious; for women doubly so. In this
environment,  protection and the consequent lack of obvious

protection is also a major factor in determining decisions for
daughters. 

As many reports and stories have highlighted, the designation
of a domestic role as the defining role for a woman in commu-
nities like the Rohingya means that marriage is the arena
where a woman (and daughter) is considered safe. 

So we do need to acknowledge that many parents have under-
standable worries about their daughters, not least in regard to
potential sexual harassment and sexual violence.

Marriage is seen as providing a security and protection which
the outside society cannot provide. 
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PRESENT SYARIAH LAW IN MALAYSIA

The Rohingya community are not the only community in Malaysia
where child marriage is not against the law. It is legal across
Malaysia. This is one of the huge issues. If the law sanctions or
provides procedures whereby child marriage is allowed, then the
practice will continue. As it does, in all communities across the
country.

Child marriage is not illegal in syariah law in Malaysia. Here, we
should note that the present interpretation and implementation of
the syariah law here is not centralised: each state has an auton-
omy in determining and passing enactments to govern syariah
law. 

There is of course effort to coordinate and standardise, led in par-
ticular by JAKIM (the national government agency responsible for
Islamic affairs). But in the end it is up to the states whether or not
to accept and implement.

The situation in Malaysia at the moment (for syariah) is that there
is no standard agreement about the legal age of marriage for a
girl or a boy. Each state allows procedures whereby child mar-
riages can take place, and child marriages therefore do take place. 

Some states have enacted legislation to set an age of marriage,
but it is not uniform. And no state has enacted a law stating that
no one under the age of 18 years old can be married.

This at the time of writing (January 2020) is being widely debated
and the Malaysian government has published its Plan of Action to
tackle child marriage. Here, there is encouragement to all states in
Malaysia to standardise the age of marriage to 18. Some would
appear to be more sympathetic than others; it is hoped consider-
able progress will be made soonest.

In the meantime, where marriages are permitted for brides under
18, there would seem to be no publicly available Standard Operat-
ing Procedure which would explain the criteria by which such mar-
riages are condoned and no easily available records of numbers
and reasons of such marriages, state by state.

The Rohingya community is a stateless Muslim community
and so the influence of Islamic religious norms and interpre-
tations is of major importance. 

So the attitudes of the (Rohingya) Islamic religious authorities
are crucial to either endorsing or preventing child marriage. 

At the moment there are only a minority who would counsel
against it; the majority of the imam and mullah are report-
edly fine with marrying under-18 brides. 

Given that there is no legal or administrative status afforded
to refugees in Malaysia, the mechanics of getting permission
to marry reverts back to within the Rohingya community it-
self (especially outside of the Klang valley). This means that
the prospective bridegroom or a male family member or
most likely his negotiator will approach the (Rohingya) mul-
lah. 

The mullah will set the date and time and will ask for the fol-
lowing details: name of the two getting married, the father’s
name of the bride, the amount of the maha (bridal payment)
and the ages. 

The latter are not verified, and where the age of either party
is under 18, it is very rare that the mullah will question. It is
after all not an illegal practice; on the contrary, it is legally ac-
ceptable. 

The payment to the mullah is usually between RM50 to
RM200.

It is reported that the Penang Rohingya religious authorities
have less connection to the local Malaysian syariah networks
than their KL counterparts. In other words, they operate rela-
tively independently of the Malaysian authorities. There will
be the local imam, the mullahs, the surau committees (usu-
ally between 5 and 10 men) and the local community leaders
who appoint the imam. 

In Bagan Dalam, for example, there are three mosques/
madrasah, each with their own committee who appoint the
imam. The mullah may act as an advisor and may be engaged
in daily operations to a greater or lesser degree. To become a
mullah, you need to complete Grade 12 at the madrasah, on
which you are given a certificate. Some will go on to become
an imam. 

If the practise of child marriage is to change, unless the law
itself is changed (which of course would be a major step for-
ward), then it is attitudes of the mullah, the imam, the surau
committees, the community leaders as well as the families
and the prospective bridegroom which must change. 

This will entail some consistent and inclusive work at commu-
nity level. All parties will need to be involved, as distinct
groups and in collaboration. This includes all the mullah and
imam; all parents; all community leaders; all youth. The chal-
lenge is to understand better the negative impact of marriage
on young girls (and boys) and to find ways of answering the
other reasons why families may find it suitable to marry off
their daughters at an early age. This is discussed further,
below.

CHILD MARRIAGE 
AND THE RELIGIOUS AUTHORITIES
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WHAT HAPPENS AFTER MARRIAGE?

One aspect reported by members of the Rohingya community
as well as people working with the community has been the
general lack of awareness at any level of the community about
the consequences of child marriage on the child. 

This may well be a shared situation with other Malaysian com-
munities, for example the orang asli.

The lack of awareness extends to the lack of understanding of
what marriage might mean in terms of the physical, emotional
and mental readiness of the young person. There is plenty of
documentation from around the world to demonstrate that the
consequences on all these three things can be devastating. 

This is not something that is much talked about by the commu-
nity.

It should be realised that the background of many of the Ro-
hingya mean that they have had little or no access to education,
either in Arakan state or here in Malaysia. Add to this the fact
that they continue to be marginalised in Malaysia, with no
rights and no status, means the sort of information to which
they have access and the sort of discussions of which they are
able to be part, may be limited. 

This increases the chances that parents, community leaders, re-
ligious leaders and children (including teenagers) will remain ig-
norant of possible negative consequences following a decision
to marry a child.

If the Malaysian government were to recognise a status for
refugees, and bring them into the mainstream of society, one
immediate result would be a greater scope for reaching such
communities and for involving them in discussions such as
those related to child marriage. 

This could mean that communities like the Rohingya are partic-
ularly seen as important to involve in Malaysia’s National Strate-
gic Plan for Addressing the Causes of Underage Marriage. This
would hugely help the chances for an overall protection for
refugee children and greater protection against child marriage
and possible abuse of child brides.

Acknowledging that marginalised communities like the refugee
communities, including the Rohingya, need to be involved
would then open greater opportunities for involving women,
teenagers (girls and boys), men, community leaders and reli-
gious leaders with the authorities. Sharing experience and pool-
ing resources would help identify the most effective way of
reaching these different target groups, in terms of approach,
content and follow-up. Of course these will vary according to
the particular target group. 

Essential is the full involvement from the beginning of Rohingya
community women, men and teenagers, in the design, delivery
and evaluation of any programme. 

This is emphasised in the pages to follow. 

Marriage a Safe Space?

One arena of awareness is the consequence of marrying chil-
dren young and their possible exposure to situations for
which they do not possess the necessary emotional experi-
ence or maturity to allow them to cope. 

For young brides, this sadly may include the experience of
domestic abuse and violence. 

For any community across the globe, the existence of gender
based violence, including domestic violence, is of huge con-
cern, and has been the subject of much legislation and many
programmes. For the Rohingya community, the situation is
no different.

Indeed, many would argue that the incidence of domestic vi-
olence is significant. Some have argued that the incidence is
influenced by the fact that community has such an intense
experience of trauma and have no protection, rights or cer-
tainty of future in Malaysia. The trauma could be direct expe-
rience of the genocide that has been going on in Arakan state
for many decades; it may be the reports and videos of what
has recently happened to families and loved ones still in
Arakan state (or perhaps now in Bangladesh); and/or it may
be experience of the journey to Malaysia, which possibly in-
cluded horror conditions and trafficking camps. The situation
they find themselves in here, with no security, no rights, no
ability to plan for futures for themselves and their families,
and with a daily fear of being stopped, harassed, extorted
and/or thrown into detention, does not help.

There is no question that domestic violence occurs. Women
from the community have no shortage of examples. What is
a little unclear is whether domestic violence is more likely to
be perpetrated by husbands against child brides, or whether
the incidence is the same, or less. This of course depends too
on the definition of what constitutes domestic violence, and
this relates importantly to how the community itself sees do-
mestic violence.

Feedback from the community would indicate that, as in all
patriarchal societies, there is a level of acceptance of domes-
tic violence which may mitigate any awareness about a nega-
tive consequence. This means that many people in the
community, including parents, would not see the possibility
of violence as a particular negative of child marriage. If one
of the arguments put forward by families in favour of marry-
ing young daughters is that the marriage provides protection
and a safe space, and the counter argument is put that actu-
ally marriage is not a safe space because domestic violence is

likely, then a response may be that ‘at least marriage is safer’
than any alternative. 

This poses a number of questions and opportunities for tack-
ling this. 

First, it stresses the imperative of giving centre stage to the
stories and experience of women and girls. These are so
often hidden and/or denigrated. Many groups have been at-
tempting to do this, and their experiences will be invaluable
in seeing how this can best be done in a situation where
there is likely to be resistance from key men religious and/or
community leaders. 

Further, the situation again emphasises the importance and
benefits to all of changing the Malaysian laws to provide a
legal and administrative framework for refugees, which
would have as a major result the better protection of women
and girls.   

And if we do adopt a common and inclusive approach to
tackling the issue of child marriage in Malaysia, we can also
share best practice in the delivery of programmes for boys
and girls in relation to understanding the need to respect
each other, to view domestic violence as unacceptable, and
to learn issues such as ‘good touch bad touch’, and sexual
and reproductive health. 

There is every opportunity for concerted collaboration and
sharing between the Malaysian government and its agencies,
as well as local NGOs, UNHCR and community-based part-
ners, in conducting such programmes and helping both to
eliminate child marriage and extend crucial life skills to chil-
dren and teenagers and adults, for a better and more secure
future.

LACK OF AWARENESS OF
CONSEQUENCES ON THE
CHILD
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HUMAN TRAFFICKING 
and PEOPLE SMUGGLING

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
and child brides

There has been much speculation and some documentation on the connection between human trafficking and child mar-
riage. A particular focus has been on the Rohingya community.

The first thing to be said is that human trafficking in any form and in any numbers is unacceptable and needs to be stamped
out. At the same time, human trafficking has become one of the best organised and most lucrative criminal activities in the
world, and not least in this region. To tackle it requires major commitments, nationally and across borders, and major re-
sourcing. At the moment this is not always apparent.

Human Trafficking and People Smuggling

The assessment of the extent of human trafficking of child brides can be skewed by different inclusions into what is under-
stood by human trafficking. What is said here in no way is condoning either trafficking, smuggling or the practice of child mar-
riage. But we should note that there is a difference between people smuggling and human trafficking, a difference which
much of the documentation confuses. People smuggling is an arrangement of transport between two ‘willing’ partners (the
purchaser of the transport and the supplier of the transport). There is neither duplicity or coercion, and on arrival the person
transported is free to do as he/she likes. 

The transport of many brides/daughters from Bangladesh or Myanmar to be married in countries like Malaysia to an already
arranged bridegroom here would be ‘smuggling’ rather than ‘human trafficking’. The fact that many agencies and people are
calling it ‘human trafficking’ may stem from the fact that they identify that the child involved may not be a willing partner. But
strictly speaking the child is defined as a child precisely because they have no legal agency: in the law, they are deemed too
young to make key decisions on their own behalf. So it is parents or guardians who make decisions and bear the legal respon-
sibility. There are many instances where such decisions may not be agreeable by the child but this does not give the child
legal status to challenge the decision (at least not at the moment in reference to Rohingya children).

The arranging of young children to be married by parents or guardians may well be seen by many NOT to be in the child’s best
interests, which is why we oppose child marriage. But legally, it is not the child who is responsible for the decision. This is true
where the marriage is arranged within a village or neighbourhood or country, and it is also true for marriages arranged ‘cross-
border’. It is not clear why some agencies or advocates suddenly give a different autonomy to the child when they are in tran-
sit, stating that it is ‘human trafficking’ because the child is being ‘coerced’. 

This does not preclude the possibility that what started out as a voluntary agreement between the parents/guardian and the
smuggler turns into a situation of trafficking, where the transaction is proven to be a falsehood and there is no husband wait-
ing, or when the child is held pending further payments from parents or relatives, or when the child is simply sold off to a dif-
ferent buyer. This most certainly happens. 

Many syndicates arranging the transport may be both smugglers and human traffickers, and there are many instances where
what started as ‘smuggling’ (a voluntary arrangement) has turned into human trafficking (now involuntary and out of control). 

And of course it is also very possible that the child may be abused by the smuggler during the journey.

Photo: PSHTC (Graves from Wang Kelian)



A very worrying consequence of the genocide against the Ro-
hingya and the mass exodus of people to the Bangladesh
camps is the significantly high number of orphans and single
children who have been part of this exodus. 

Hundreds of thousands of Rohingya boys and girls are coming
from a terrible situation, are unlikely to have had opportunity
for education or skill acquisition, and are struggling to identify
any future. Inevitably these children and teenagers are highly
vulnerable to the promises and lure of human traffickers. 

If this means (as it almost certainly will) that there will be an
increasing ‘supply’ of child brides available for purchase, then
it is possible this option will be increasingly tempting to Ro-
hingya men in countries like Malaysia, especially if the price is
cheaper than any arranged marriage.

This makes it imperative that people in the communities here
understand the awfulness of human trafficking, the strict
penalties for anyone participating in the crime, and that the
Malaysian government is fully up to speed in its commitments
to eradicate human trafficking and bring human traffickers to
justice (see accompanying Box).

We might add some comment on two other factors. 

One is the ‘ease’ of the journey. Where there were regular
boats plying the route from Myanmar/Cox’s Bazaar to Thailand
and Malaysia, both the smuggling and human trafficking of
persons, including child brides, was more common. It has been

reported over the last year that boat journeys were more diffi-
cult, with the Bangladeshi and Burmese authorities making it
more challenging for any exodus from the camps or from
Myanmar. Prices as a result went up and (this is the second
factor) the number of people able to make (and afford) the
crossing went down. 

However, desperation to escape the conditions in the camps in
Bangladesh may drive an increase in the number of boats:
there certainly is a potential increase in the number of persons
wanting to make the journey, any journey, away from the
refugee camps in Bangladesh.

So, while figures are hard to establish, feedback from our com-
munity and information from a variety of community-based,
NGO and government sources would indicate the fact that girls
under 18 are being both smuggled and trafficked for marriage.

Given the circumstances facing the Rohingya in Myanmar,
Bangladesh and in the region, this has every possibility of in-
creasing. 

This makes it even more imperative that there is strong com-
mitment (backed by the necessary resources and actions) to
bring to justice those involved in human trafficking; that
refugee communities are brought into the discussions and ini-
tiatives related both to human trafficking and th issue of child
marriage and the mainstream of Malaysian laws and penalties;
and that the practice of child marriage is comprehensively
tackled.
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AWARENESS OF TRAFFICKING LAWS

It is a little difficult to gauge the extent to which
people in the Rohingya community are aware of the
legal penalties for people smuggling or for human
trafficking. It is possible that for ‘smuggling’, this is a
fact of life for their community (it is their only way
of fleeing), and the legality or otherwise is hardly
relevant. Many have had experience of being de-
tained for having no documents, and daily face this
prospect, and it this that impacts the community
rather than the crime of ‘smuggling’.

For human trafficking, there may be some aware-
ness of the fact that this is a major crime for which
there are penalties. But where there are so few
cases of arrest and prosecution, this may not be of
immediate concern. Add to this the inaction taken
by the authorities for years about the Wang Kelian
trafficking camps, and the lack of any prosecution of
any Malaysian involved in these camps, and it is not
surprising that there is scepticism within the com-
munity about the seriousness of the crime and the
seriousness of the authorities in prosecuting people
committing the crime.

This can change and there is plenty of opportunity
for the Malaysian government and its ASEAN coun-
terparts to increase resources and commitments to
stamp out human trafficking. As part of this, work-
ing with people in the refugee communities, includ-
ing the Rohingya, is important. Awareness building
programmes can be part of this. But it is suggested
that these will only work if there are clear action
against human traffickers, so that there is clear
demonstration of the consequences of being in-
volved in human trafficking. ACTIONS speak louder
than words.

ANTI-TRAFFICKING MEASURES

There should be absolutely no doubt that it is com-
pletely unacceptable that any person is trafficked
for any reason. PSHTC together with many others
have been calling for a coherent, well-resourced
strategy to combat human trafficking in Malaysia
and across the region. This would importantly in-
clude engaging with vulnerable communities includ-
ing refugees and migrants in a way that is
supportive and constructive, and which unites com-
munities and authorities against all forms of human
trafficking. 

This has been one of PSHTC’s six points for firming
up an effective strategy to combat human trafficking
in Malaysia. A summary of these points can be
found at www.penangstoptrafficking
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HUMAN TRAFFICKING and PEOPLE SMUGGLING
are not the same

People Smuggling is a transaction between two
‘willing’ parties (the buyer and the seller) whereby
transport is arranged to carry a person from A to B
(normally across a border, ‘illegally’). On arrival, the
person paying to be transported is free to go. It is
‘voluntary’.

Human Trafficking is where a person, through du-
plicity, threat or coercion, has lost all control of their
situation and their lives, and has become a com-
modity to be bought, used or sold. The initial
‘agreement’ may have been ‘voluntary’, but this will
have changed.
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INTRODUCTION

The above pages set out a number of interlocking factors that
surround the practice of child marriage in the Rohingya com-
munity. 

There are many overlaps with the continuation of the prac-
tice of child marriage in other communities in Malaysia; this
is a shared situation. 

Responses to tackle and move to the elimination of child
marriage therefore need to happen at a variety of levels, un-
dertaken by different actors, including the Malaysian govern-
ment  and including community-based groups and persons. 

In setting out some of these, it needs to be emphasised that
the same or similar proposals have been made by many
other reports and documents relating to child marriage in
Malaysia, and many initiatives, especially based in the com-
munity, are already tried and on-going. 

We just need to consolidate, collaborate and share.

THE MALAYSIAN GOVERNMENT A KEY DRIVER FOR CHANGE

At the level of government, the Malaysian government can
do two things which will immediately affect the practice of
child marriage in refugee communities in Malaysia, including
the Rohingya. 

First, it can (as it has committed to doing) standardise the law
so that the legal age of marriage is 18 years old. Once this
commitment is realised across all jurisdictions, including in
syariah law, then the practice of child marriage will be signifi-
cantly and immediately reduced to the point of elimination. 

For the Muslim Rohingya community, it will be particularly
important that the setting of the legal age of marriage to be
18 is agreed and implemented by the syariah authorities in
Malaysia.

Second, the Malaysian government should also honour its
promise of providing a legal and administrative framework

for refugees in this country, so that they no longer live in
limbo, stateless, half in and half out of mainstream Malaysian
society. Earlier in this Document, we have argued that no
rights for refugees (including Rohingya) means no protection,
and this obviously extends to the protection of women and
girls. No rights also means that people have no options, and
this includes women and girls. 

If refugees were given a legal and administrative status, this
would immediately provide a protection for the women, girls,
men and boys in the community which at the moment does
not exist. Providing a legal and administrative status would
allow people and families in the refugee communities, includ-
ing the Rohingya, to work ‘legitimately’, to plan futures, to be
free from daily fear of harassment, extortion or detention,
and to invest in a long-term future for their children. 

It would particularly provide women and girls with options. 

By giving rights and protection women and young girls will be
able to access education and their families realise their po-
tential as economic contributors to the household, so helping
households out of poverty and acting as an important deter-
rent to the ‘instant’ fix of selling daughters as brides.

RECOGNISING A RIGHT TO EMPLOYMENT 
as crucial too in ELIMINATING POVERTY

APPROACHES 
for TACKLING CHILD MARRIAGE
with the ROHINGYA 
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Expanding on this, if the Malaysian government implemented
its promise to give rights to employment for refugees (as com-
mitted to in Promise 35 of Buku Harapan), then a huge step
forward would also be taken in combatting poverty and reduc-
ing vulnerability to human trafficking and modern day slavery. 

As described above, and again this is something shared with
other Malaysian communities, poverty is a critical factor in
child marriage. 

Reducing poverty, not least by opening up educational and
employment opportunities for women and girls and boys, is
therefore an essential part of tackling and eliminating child
marriage. It would also bring refugee communities including
the Rohingya closer in line with Malaysian mainstream law and
discussions. 

By providing a status for refugees, this would mean that if and
when the Malaysian government standardises across jurisdic-
tions the legal age of marriage to be 18, communities like the
Rohingya would be more bound to follow. 

Their present status, which gives them no status and leaves
them at the margins of our society, does not encourage this. 

This can be immediately changed and for the better of all.
Further, providing a legal and administrative status may also

help encourage MAPO and enforcement agencies to acknowl-
edge, respect and work more closely with refugee communi-
ties to identify and tackle the crimes of human trafficking and
modern day slavery. 

This has long been a suggestion, and it is timely to give it due
attention.

In addition, bringing refugees into a legal and administrative
framework will help the Malaysian government fulfil commit-
ments to principles of inclusivity, resilience and strength as
committed to in documents like the 11th Malaysia Plan and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

The latter affirm  ‘no one is left behind’, but at the moment,
refugees are nowhere to be seen. 

So, although there are many shared aspects to the circum-
stances of child marriage across communities in Malaysia, the
particular circumstances faced by refugee communities here,
including the Rohingya community, do mean that immediate
action by the Malaysian government (such as suggested
above) would have a hugely significant and immediate positive
impact on the refugee and host communities, and a huge im-
pact on the tackling of the issue of child marriage.

COMMUNITY BASED MESSAGES AND AWARENESS BUILDING

Most people working on the issue of child marriage are aware
of the complexities of the situation and the need to adopt a
multi-pronged approach. 

We of course strongly argue that as long as child marriage re-
mains legal, and as long as the refugee communities in
Malaysia have no rights and little prospect of economic ad-
vancement, not least for the women, then the practice will
continue regardless of potential initiatives. 

Having said that, of course we need to consider initiatives
aimed at raising awareness and changing attitudes. 

These initiatives will be targetted at different groups, including
religious leaders and authorities, community leaders, men in
the community, women in the community, parents, youth, girls
and boys, and potential community workers. 

There is of course already experience built up by many groups
who have designed and delivered a variety of programmes
aimed at all or some of these target groups. 

This experience will be invaluable in helping guide future work,
especially if pooled with the experience, materials and feed-
back from work being done in other Malaysian communities
with regard to child marriage. 

Collaboration and sharing will greatly help the process of suc-
cess. And a number of questions can be addressed by this, in-
cluding

who exactly are the different target groups we need to•
reach in the community, who would include women,
teenagers (girls and boys), men, community leaders and
religious leaders and the authorities? 
what would be the most effective way of reaching these•
different target groups? What different material/pro-
gramme content will most effectively reach these differ-
ent target groups, how can the work be integrated across
target groups, how are the groups brought together, and
what follow-up is needed?

how are we ensuring that we include community•
women, men and youth from the outset in the design,
delivery and evaluation of any programmes or initia-
tives? 
how do we ensure that initiatives specifically on child•
marriage are integrated into any wider community-based
work being done with and by refugee community work-
ers, helping achieve the UNHCR Goal of ‘empowers, sup-
ports and capacitates refugee communities’ as a whole? 
how are we measuring success? what indicators are we•
using and how is any evaluation fed back and shared
across groups and communities so that future pro-
grammes and initiatives can benefit? 
how are we ensuring that the background of deprivation•
faced by those in the community,not least the women, is
acknowledged and factored for? This includes any lack of
formal education and the possible challenges of literacy,
which may make us adapt our approach. Like all of this,
how can we ensure that this is best worked out directly
with key women, men and youth in the community?
how are we guaranteeing that the voices and experience•
of people in the community, importantly including
women and girls, are heard and supported? It is widely
accepted that we need to avoid external parties lecturing
the community. We need to be aiming at the ideal situa-
tion where this is an integrated, community-based,
shared journey.

if there are contradictory messages on the legitimacy of•
child marriage, how will we arrive at the message we
want (that it is to be discouraged and actually elimi-
nated)?

are we thinking that explicit rights-based appeals are un-•
likely to resonate with a group that has no rights? How
are we dealing with this? 

Key to all of this is the need to fully involve refugee communi-
ties in any discussion, design and delivery of any initiative with
the aim of addressing the issues around child marriage. 

This will be basic to any success. 

FACTORS TO END CHILD MARRIAGE in the Rohingya community

Integrate initiatives with regard to the Rohingya into the National Engage the Malaysian government and its agencies to under-
stand that unless refugee communities in Malaysia are given basic rights and protection, and are included in discussions and ini-
tiatives tackling poverty, social protection and gender inequalities, the situation relating to child marriage is unlikely to change. 
Engage the Malaysian government and its agencies to understand that the lack of access to secure employment and to educa-
tion are major factors in child marriage in communities like the Rohingya and that this must be tackled as crucial. (Providing ed-
ucation for all children of course also gives children the chance of a future: no education robs children of this).
Carry the message to the community that child marriage is a harmful practice. Engage women, men, religious leaders and youth
in the community in discussions and debate about the choices surrounding child marriage and what alternatives might exist
Engage persons in the refugee communities together with those in the Malaysian government and appropriate agencies, to
identify and tackle the issues relating to human trafficking. The trafficking of children is one aspect of this which needs to be
eliminated through strong and determined action.
Provide women, men, religious leaders and youth in the community appropriate information with regard to laws and the physi-
cal and mental impact of child marriage on children. This can be linked to programmes promoting respect between men and
women, and programmes alerting children to such issues as ‘good touch, bad touch’. 
Change the laws to standardise age of marriage across all jurisdictions.
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVE:
IMMEDIATE HEALTH OF THE CHILD/DAUGHTER

We mentioned earlier that there is considerable lack of
awareness amongst parents and others in the community re-
lating to the consequences of getting married early, on the
child. Programmes to deliver such messaging are needed.

The messaging can draw on existing initiatives and materials
already being used by refugee community-based groups,
NGOs and Malaysian government agencies working across
Malaysia. Materials and discussions will highlight the health
consequences for the daughter/child if married below 18.
The physical, mental and emotional consequences will be
emphasised. Discussion about consequences such as domes-
tic violence and domestic abuse will also be valuable in pro-
motion, especially with parents and community leaders. 

We stress that there is considerable existing experience on
this because of the excellent work of many groups and indi-
viduals across different communities, including refugee com-
munities. This work can be pooled for evaluation to identify
what can be of maximum effectiveness going forward. 

The involvement and ‘empowerment’ of community women,
men and youth is already and always should be a central fea-
ture of this. See our next section!

COMMUNITY INITIATIVE:
HUMAN TRAFFICKING

One clear messaging which needs to be strongly
imparted to all communities, including refugee
communities, relates to human trafficking. It is
clear that there is every reason to stress the seri-
ousness of the crime of human trafficking, and to
make it clear that anyone involved in human traf-
ficking, whether as a human trafficker or as a
‘buyer’ of a person (for example, a child bride)
will suffer the full consequence of the law. 

For this to make sense to refugee communities,
including the Rohingya, enforcement agencies
and the government need to show that this will
happen - that anyone involved in human traffick-
ing is identified, arrested, and prosecuted. At the
moment, there are not enough examples of this;
and for refugee communities, the lack of any ac-
countability for Wang Kelian tells the community
that the crime is not treated seriously and that
Malaysian authorities do not treat refugee and
migrant victims and survivors with any respect. 

This can and needs to change.

COMMUNITY INITIATIVE:
SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 

Many groups have already developed materials, mod-
ules  and approaches related to sharing information
and building discussion and awareness within commu-
nities, on sexual and reproductive health. 

This is of fundamental importance, not just to the
issue of child marriage, but to the general health, wel-
fare and futures of all persons in all communities:
girls, boys, men and women. 

Many reports and many of those devising and deliver-
ing programmes stress the huge importance of this
area in tackling gender inequalities and laying the
groundwork for respectful and non-exploitative rela-
tionships between boys and girls, men and women,
and husbands and wives.  

This would apply to Rohingya communities as to com-
munities across Malaysia and is something to which
many groups are already paying attention. Again, con-
solidating existing work and sharing best practices
would help move this essential initiative forward, in-
volving key persons in the community in so doing.

COMMUNITY MESSAGING:
RESETTLEMENT WILL BE AFFECTED

It has been very clear for many years that resettlement is not an op-
tion for the vast majority of refugees in the country. There are sim-
ply not enough places being offered, which has led to the situation
where thousands of refugees have remained and will remain in
Malaysia for the foreseeable future, without rights or protection.
We are not alone in arguing that this needs to change, and of course
the government has undertaken to provide rights of employment
and hopefully other rights in the near future, in their Buku Harapan.
This would be a win-win situation, to everyone’s benefit.

Nevertheless, in the present situation where many refugees still
hold out considerable hope that they will be resettled, one message
that might make people think twice about child marriage is that a
marriage involving any person under 18 is not recognised in coun-
tries like the USA, Canada, Australia and EU countries, and that such
a marriage will jeopardise any chance of someone so married being
accepted. 

This is one ‘stick’ that needs to be messaged with strength and clar-
ity so everyone is clear about this.

THE MALAYSIAN CONTEXT

It is essential that we place efforts to tackle child marriage
in the Rohingya community in the wider contexts of our
initiatives to combat underage marriage in Malaysia. All
affected communities in Malaysia should be seen as in-
cluded in the National Strategic Plan to Address the
Causes of Underage Marriage. Efforts specifically at Ro-
hingya community level should always be linked to the
wider challenges of child marriage and its many factors in
Malaysia. 

So there needs to be encouragement at community level
of awareness and discussion about the Malaysian context
in general- the laws, the Strategic Plan, government poli-
cies and the SDGs. 

At the same time, the Malaysian authorities and agencies
need to be aware of the impact of lack of legal status and
poverty on communities like the Rohingya, and how these
factors directly impact on the incidence of child marriage.

Mutual understanding and mutual support will be part of
successful initiatives to combat child marriage.

COMMUNITY INITIATIVE:
WIDER EMPOWERMENT AND COMMUNITY WORK

Far too often the response to an issue like child marriage is to
devise a training, produce some leaflets, reach out to some
community leaders, in a ‘project’ that is timelined (a year?).
Rarely is there any long-term plan for how the impact of such
an approach can be tracked and maximised. Rarely is there
any follow-up to see how effective the different trainers have
been and how long they have survived doing their ‘commu-
nity based work’. Rarely is there any serious commitment to
the idea that the issue, like so many, actually both demands a
long term commitment to have any chance of working, and
has the opportunity to be part of any wider on-going commu-
nity-based work. 

If we are clear about commitments to ‘empower, support and
capacitate’ refugee communities to build their own leader-
ship and resilience, then we will take the opportunity to link
discussion and initiatives about child marriage to the wider
discussions and initiatives going on in the community. 

This will mean that we take the time to understand what else
is happening in the community, who are key persons, what
are the existing leadership structures, what opportunities
exist for supporting women’s voices and leadership, and how
the work on child marriage can be integrated into ongoing
and longer-term work to build stronger networks, voices and
articulation across the community. 

This links to ‘methodology’, which is our next section.

COMMUNITY MESSAGING relating to CHILD MARRIAGE
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In tackling child marriagel, consideration of how to use
social media to carry the messages to different target
groups in the community will be foremost in many peo-
ples’ minds. Thinking and designing how best to do this
offers a major opportunity for directly involving persons
from the community, including girls, youth, women and
men. This is part of a process of collective empower-
ment, here through digital inclusion. 
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CORE PRINCIPLE : INCLUSION AND EMPOWERMENT

Every interaction with the Rohingya community (as with any
community) holds the opportunity for extending, supporting and
promoting the involvement and empowerment of people in the
community. We refer again to PSHTC’s Core Principles which
stress this, as well as such documents as the UNHCR Malaysia’s
Strategic Directions 2017-2021 (which stress refugee empower-
ment and resilience). We also refer to the Malaysian govern-
ment’s recent Malaysia Plans (giving prominence to empowering
local communities and being people-centric), and of course the
objectives of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

We have enough examples to know that if an outside group  en-
ters a community,  just ‘gives the message’ and goes away, the
chances for any significant impact and success are obviously
small. 

How much better if we support the women, men and teenagers
in the community so that they are the ones able to give the mes-
sage and to involve others in their community in discussions and
feedback on how to make the message better received and acted
upon.

This is much more than the ‘training of trainers’ which has for so
long been such an accepted practice by funding agencies and de-
livery organisations, government and non-government. 

It involves taking time to get to know what is happening within a
particular community, at different locations, getting to know ex-
isting leadership networks, who is who, who is doing what
longer-term, and working out how best to integrate and support
work on child marriage in the context of  longer term commu-
nity-based work which is the only way to empowerment and re-
silience.  

This means that we need to be a little more rigorous in looking at
what is needed to really make an impact and possibility of long-
term change. It is suggested that we need to move away from re-
lying on one-off, time-lined programmes and other ‘tick-box’
initiatives. 

Too often programmes seem to lack any real built-in monitoring
or evaluation. We may have trained 15 trainers in the commu-
nity, but if and once we leave, what happens to these trainers? 

What support do they have, and what ‘longevity’ does their
training give them in delivering long-term, consistent, sustained
messaging and involvement of the community? 

CORE PRINCIPLE: RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION

Inevitably, more people and organisations will see the
value and attraction of conducting more research and pro-
ducing ever more documentation. We are not against this
but we would urge anyone thinking about this to consider
making sure that (again!) this is seen as an opportunity for
fully involving the community and providing the chance for
resources, skills and money to enter the community. 

A key PSHTC Core Principle is that ‘Information Belongs to
the Community’. There are far too many examples (this is
the norm) of researchers coming in from the outside, ‘ex-
tracting’ information from women, men and children in the
community, and going away with the information to pres-
ent or publish without any benefit at all accruing to the
community.  

The community most likely will not even know what has
happened to the research. 

We need to turn this on its head: where research and doc-
umentation is to be done, funders and researchers should
insist that not only is the community fully involved from
the beginning in deciding the topic and parameters of the
research, but is acknowledged as a full  partners in the re-
search. 

It is in the area of research and documentation that we can
help the necessary transformation in the way resources are
allocated and used, to ensure as much as possible gets to
the refugee community and directly promotes the skilling,
acknowledgement and empowerment of those communi-
ties. CORE PRINCIPLE: WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Women’s empowerment is of course increasingly seen as a
basic component of any community initiative, including on
child marriage. But we would suggest that too often there
seems to be an unrealistic understanding of what the basis
and possibilities are for this to happen. 

Exposure to a training or to a meeting or two may allow
braver women to step a little more forward, which is great.
But for more sustainable and fundamental change, again it
is a long-term vision with a long-term commitment to
building step by step which is necessary. 

This will be based on a clear understanding of the parame-
ters of men’s resistance and women’s involvement, and
have ideas for how to work with different groups to build
discussions and actions that can overcome the first and
build the second.  

Identifying the ‘right’ community contacts and leaders
ready to work towards changing constraints on women’s
participation is essential. Making sure that initiatives on for
example child marriage are part of wider initiatives at com-
munity level all of which are giving opportunity for
women’s involvement and ultimate empowerment again
demands a long term commitment and strategy building at
community base. 

This means that we avoid a series of one-off, time-bound
projects in isolation from each other, which may tick boxes
but have little or no long-term impact.

METHODOLOGY 
OF MESSAGE DELIVERY
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DOCUMENTATION and the EXPERIENCE OF WOMEN

One aspect of the documentation of child marriage in
Malaysia, which would include the documentation of child
marriage in the Rohingya community, is the importance of
hearing from women and girls. 

Too often their input is overlooked or marginalised. Yet we
know the crucial importance of the contribution of women
and girls in the communities if issues are to be identified
and workable solutions found. 

This is affirmed by the experience of groups like PS The
Children, who have conducted a number of workshops for
refugee women, men and religious leaders on the issue of
child marriage. Unsurprisingly, both older and younger
women have unique insights into the contexts, reality and
possible solutions for tackling child marriage. 

The immediate challenge is to provide safe spaces whereby
women and girls can share their experiences without fear
or favour. The longer-term challenge is to find ways of sup-
porting such women being able to actively participate and
lead on initiatives designed to tackle the issues. 

This links directly to the wider issues involved in the em-
powerment of women, a challenge that is by no means
confined to the Rohingya community. It is a challenge all of
us face. Again, we would argue that there is huge benefit if
programmes on gender equality and women’s empower-
ment being undertaken by the Malaysian government
reached out to and included those in refugee communities
across the country. ‘Leave no one behind’.
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UNHCR MALAYSIA Strategic Directions

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) is the de facto organisation in Malaysia responsi-
ble for the registration, welfare and possible resettlement
of refugees in this country. They do this in the absence of
any power to give refugees any legal status or rights (which
of course can only be recognised by the Malaysian govern-
ment). 

UNHCR Malaysia has as a consequence been long involved
in issues affecting the refugee communities here, including
the issue of child marriage. It is therefore an obvious part-
ner for anyone in the Malaysian government considering
programmes and approaches to combat child marriage
across communities in the country. There will already have
been a history of discussion which can intensify.

We would also note that UNHCR Malaysia’s Strategic Direc-
tions 2017-2021 commit the organisation to an approach
which empowers, supports and capacitates refugee com-
munities to address issues like child marriage. 

This is very close to the approach and commitments set out
in the PSHTC’s Core Principles. 

Both should be basic to the methodology of whatever ini-
tiatives are taken in relation to child marriage and refugee
communities like the Rohingya.

NATIONAL STRATEGIC PLAN to ADDRESS the CAUSES of UNDERAGE MARRIAGE 
launched January 16th 2020

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS

The promise to end the practice
of child marriage is also part of
Malaysia’s commitments to the
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The SDGs are a global
commitment to 17 shared goals
which should be achieved by
2030. These are major goals,
each with subsidiary targets.  

And a commitment running
through all of them is the com-
mitment to ‘leave no one be-
hind’: inclusivity and
empowerment are key founda-
tion stones for the achievement
of all goals. This then makes it
particularly relevant that
refugee communities are in-

cluded in discussions and even
more relevant that they are
given a status and protection
that would stop their being left
out and left behind. 

Initiatives to tackle child mar-
riage directly refer to Goal 5:
Gender Equality, but also would
reference Goal 
which is in the context of gender
equality. Goal 4 (Health) and
Goal  (Poverty) is also relevant.

And in making sure that the way
the community are fully in-
volved in the process of discus-
sion, design and delivery of
programmes and initiatives, we
will be helping fulfil the SDG no-
tions of inclusivity and ‘leave no
one behind’.

KEY REFERENCE POINTS

The many concerns and factors expressed in
this Report are highly relevant to the Malaysia
government’s National Strategic Plan to Address
the Causes of Underage Marriage. We look 
forward to working on the issues together.
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The PENANG WORKING GROUP

gives meaning to the idea of collaboration and
mutual sharing and support. Representatives
from refugee communities sit together with 
persons from the various NGOs working on
refugee issues in Penang, and with persons from
UNHCR. Issues are shared, questions raised, and
solutions proposed. 
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ASPIRE PENANG

consolidates the work that has been done by the
Penang Stop Human Trafficking Campaign with refugee
communities in Penang. The work is community-based
and community-involving, and is based on the principles
of refugee empowerment and self-determination.

Key to the work are our two refugee community work-
ers, three refugee teachers, and an always-developing
network of community leaders, parents and supporters.  

The initiatives include the kindergarten Good Start
Learning Centre, a unique refugee-run school catering
to up to 75 children aged 4-6, giving opportunity to
those who otherwise would have no access to pre-
school learning. 

ASPIRE PENANG also supports computer classes and
language classes for teenagers and adults; a football
project run by teenage youth; the development of a dig-
ital information app for the refufgee community in
Penang; community trainings and discussions on issues
such as child marriage, employment, arrest and deten-
tion, and education; and community documentation to
be used in advocacy.

Through our patient, consistent and long-term commit-
ment, a network of over 30 refugee community leaders
have now come together across Penang. Their voices
and ideas then are heard at forums regionally, nation-
ally and locally. These include at meetings of the Penang
Working Group, which brings together NGOs, service
providers, UNHCR and refugees in Penang to share and
strategise on the key issues facing the community. 

Check out our website for more information: 
www.aspirepenang.org

The PENANG STOP HUMAN TRAFFICKING CAMPAIGN
works holistically, linking human trafficking immediately
to modern day slavery, and to the huge vulnerability of
many groups to being trafficked or enslaved.   

These groups importantly include refugees, asylum
seekers and migrant workers – women, men and chil-
dren – who have little or no protection in Malaysia.  

So we do two main things. 

We collaborate with others to raise awareness about
human trafficking, as well as bring specific information,
experience and recommendations about human traf-
ficking and modern day slavery to the attention of au-
thorities and to policy makers and influencers.   

And at the same time, a key part of the work of the
Campaign is long-term work with refugee communities,
and other vulnerable communities and stakeholders in
Penang. 

This work has been consolidated under ASPIRE Penang
(see opposite).  

All this is in the context of our Core Principles, which
stress refugee empowerment and the need to challenge
many existing assumptions and practices which consoli-
date marginalisation and dependency. 

The Core Principles also emphasise the benefit of work-
ing collaboratively and respectfully with all others com-
mitted to the same goals. We try to make sure this is a
part of our DNA, and to oppose fractures and divisions
and people using vulnerable communities and associ-
ated issues to further their own private organisational
or individual agendas.

Check out our website:
www.penangstoptrafficking.com

WHO WE ARE
All photos: PSHTC/ASPIRE Penang



We welcome any feedback or comment. These can be emailed to
penangstoptrafficking@gmail.com
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